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Abstract A key question of climate variability in general, and of our planet’s paleoclimatic behavior
in particular, is that of the relative role of external forcing and of intrinsic variability. Over the last 100
years since Milankovitch’s contributions, the role of orbital forcing has been well established for the
last 2 My and their Quaternary glaciation cycles. A convincing case has also been made for the role
of several internal mechanisms that are active on time scales both shorter and longer than the orbital
ones and have a causal role in Dansgaard-Oeschger and Heinrich events or in the mid-Pleistocene
transition, for instance. We introduce in this chapter a unified framework for the understanding of
the interplay of internal mechanisms and orbital forcing on time scales from thousands to millions
of years. This unified framework relies on the fairly recent theory of nonautonomous and random
dynamical systems (NDSs and RDSs) and it has been successfully applied so far in the climate
sciences for problems like the El Niño–Southern Oscillation, the oceans’ wind-driven circulation,
and other problems on interannual to interdecadal time scales. Here, we present some preliminary
results of interest for the Quaternary glaciation cycles.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
For two centuries or more of modern geology, records of our planet’s physical and biological past
were merely discrete sequences of strata with specific properties, like coloration and composition
[40]. This state of affairs led, after initial success of the Milankovitch [48] theory of the ice ages, to
severe criticism of the mismatch between insolation minima and glaciation maxima [e.g., 19].
The advent of marine-sediment cores after World War II led, for the first time, to the availability
of records that were, more or less, continuous in time. Like all climate records, these cores covered
limited time intervals and did so with limited resolution and with inaccuracies in both absolute
dating and the quantities being measured. Moreover, they posed the problem of inverting proxy
records of isotopic and microbiotic counts to physical quantities like temperature and precipitation.
In spite of these limitations, the spectral analysis of deep-sea records allowed Hays et al. [34] to
overcome the difficulties previously encountered by the orbital theory of Quaternary glaciations, in
particular the absence of the imprint of precesional and obliquity peaks. Specifically, Hays et al.

[34] were able to create a composite record — back to over 400 ka b2k, i.e., over 400 000 yr before
the present — from two relatively long marine-sediment records of the best quality available in the
early 1970s. The authors demonstrated therewith that precessional and obliquity peaks near 20 ky
and 40 ky were present in this record’s spectral analysis; see Fig. 1. The power spectrum in the
figure also made it quite clear that these peaks were superimposed on a continuous background
— the stippled area in the figure — whose total variance much exceeded the sum of the variances
present in the peaks.

Fig. 1 Power spectrum of a patched 𝛿 18 O record based on deep-sea cores RC11-120 and E49-18, based on the work of Hays et al. [34], as
presented by [40]. From Ghil and Childress [26] with permission from Springer Science+Business Media.

The work of Hays et al. [34] and of the subsequent CLIMAP and SPECMAP projects resulted
in a much more detailed spatio-temporal mapping of the Quaternary and extended the belief in the
pacemaking role of orbital variations into the more remote past. At the same time, the advent of
higher-resolution marine cores and, especially, ice cores from both Greenland an the Antarctica,

led to the discovery of Heinrich events [35], Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events [e.g., 14] and Bond
cycles [7] that were hard to explain by orbital forcing, given their shorter time scales.
In fact, interest in past climates was heightened not only by these striking observational discoveries, but also by the growing concerns about humanity’s impact on the climate [61]. Given the
declining temperatures between the 1940s and 1970s — on the one hand, as shown in Fig. 21 — and
the substantial advance in the description of the Quaternary glaciation, on the other, that interest
was mainly in the planet’s falling into another ice age [e.g., 49].

Fig. 2 Comparison of six analyses of the annually and globally averaged surface temperature anomalies through 2018. NASA = National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Reproduced from Lenssen et al. [45,
Fig. 1] with permission from Wiley.

As a result of the double stimulation by data about glaciations and concern about them, a number
of researchers in the early-to-mid 1970s worked on energy balance models (EBMs) of climate with
multiple stable steady states [20, 37, 50]. Two such stable “equilibria” corresponded to the present
climate and to a “deep-freeze,” as it was called at the time, i.e., to a totally ice-covered Earth. At
the time there was some disbelief about this second climate, as its temperatures were much lower
than those associated with the Quaternary glaciations and incompatible with existing paleoclimatic
evidence at the time.
New geochemical evidence, though, led in the early 1990s to the discovery of a snowball or,
at least, slushball Earth prior to the emergence of multicellular life, sometime before 650 Ma b2k
[38]. It thus turned out that this climate state — predicted by several EBMs, and confirmed by a
much more detailed general circulation model (GCM; Wetherald and Manabe [66]) — had actually
occurred and is now being modeled in much greater detail [28].
On the other hand, it also became clear that a model whose only stable solutions were stationary,
could not reproduce very well the wealth of variability that the proxy records were describing.
1 see also Ghil and Vautard [30, Fig. 3]

Certain theoretical paleoclimatologists turned, therefore, to coupling a “climate” equation, with
temperature as its only dependent variable, to an ice-sheet equation [27, 41] or a carbon-dioxide
equation [56, 58].
These coupled climate models, albeit very highly idealized, did produce oscillatory solutions that
captured some of the features of the Quaternary glaciation cycles as known at that time. For instance,
the models of Ghil and associates [27, 41] captured the phase differences between peak ice sheet
extent and minimum temperatures suggested by Ruddiman and McIntyre [55] in the North Atlantic,
while the work of Saltzman and associates [e.g., 56] captured the asymmetry of the glaciation cycles
with their more rapid “terminations” [8].
These oscillatory models with stable self-sustained oscillations in the presence of timeindependent forcing, though, did not capture the wealth of spectral features, with their orbital
and other peaks, of paleorecords available by the 1980s. The basic quandary of the Quaternary
glaciation cycles — at least from the point of view of theoretical climate dynamics [26, Part IV] —
is formulated in Fig. 3 below; see also Ghil [22].
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Fig. 3 The theoretical quandary of modeling the Quaternary glaciation cycles, illustrated here by schematic diagrams of the composite
power spectra of (a) the paleorecords and (b) the orbital forcing. In panel (a), the dominant peak for the Late Pleistocene is near 100 ky,
while eccentricity forcing is distributed over spectral lines, while the peaks at 6–8 ky and 1–2 ky correspond to Heinrich and to D-O episodes
that are not apparent in panel (b). Courtesy of N. Boers.

Based on the discussion so far and on the discrepancy between panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 3,
we propose herein the following questions that need to be resolved, still, for a thorough
understanding of Quaternary climate variability:
1. How does the dominant peak of the observed variability near 100 ky arise, given the rather
diffuse orbital forcing at this periodicity?
2. What causes the continuous part of the observed spectrum, which contains most of the
variance?
3. What gives rise to the high-frequency peaks due to the sudden warmings and to the
approximate periodicities associated with Heinrich and D-O events, among others?

4. What are the contributions of the orbital forcing and of the climate system’s intrinsic
variability to items (1)–(3) and how exactly do the two interact?
In this chapter, we try to show a path toward resolving these four issues. In the next section, we
summarize existing results on how the climate system’s intrinsic variability arises at Quaternary
time scales and on how this variability interacts with the time-dependent orbital forcing. In section 3,
we outline a more general framework for the study of such interactions, as given by the theory of
nonautonomous and random dynamical systems (NDSs and RDSs), and sketch an application of
this theory to other climate problems. An application to the problem at hand is proposed in Sec. 4
and conclusions follow in Sec. 5.

2 SELF-SUSTAINED CLIMATE OSCILLATORS
2.1 A Simple Mechanism for Climate Oscillations

We follow Ghil [22] in sketching the simplest physical mechanism for a self-sustained climate
oscillation at fixed insolation forcing. Consider the basic workings of the Källén et al. [41] oscillator,
the first such self-sustained climate oscillator, to the best of our knowledge. These workings can be
represented by two coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), written symbolically as
𝑇¤ ' −𝑉,
𝑉¤ ' 𝑇 .

(1a)
(1b)

Here 𝑇 stands for global temperature and 𝑉 for global ice volume, while Eq. (1a) is an EBM
and Eq. (1b) is an ice-sheet model (ISM). The ‘'’ symbol stands for a binary relation of rough
proportionality and is intended to neglect the details of the equation’s right-hand side (RHS). The
EBM represents the well-known ice–albedo feedback used by both Budyko [9] and Sellers [60],
while the ISM relies on the precipitation–temperature feedback postulated by Källén et al. [41] and
used also by Ghil and Le Treut [27], who coined the term.
The latter feedback can be better understood by writing
𝑉¤ ' 𝑝,
𝑝 ' 𝑝 ac − 𝑝 ab ,
𝑝 ac ' 𝑇 .

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

Here 𝑝 is net precipitation on the single ice sheet of the globally integrated model, given by the
difference in Eq. (2b) between the accumulation 𝑝 ac and the ablation 𝑝 ab [41].
As first observed by George C. Simpson — the meteorologist of Robert F. Scott’s Terra Nova
expedition to the Antarctica in 1910–1912 and later the longest serving Director of the U.K.
Meteorological Office — warmer winters have more snow and hence, at least in central Antarctica,
the increase of 𝑝 ac with 𝑇 exceeds the more obvious increase of 𝑝 ab with 𝑇. Hence 𝑝 ' 𝑇 and we have
derived therewith Eq. (1b), 𝑉 ' 𝑝 ' 𝑇. For more recent studies of the precipitation–temperature
feedback, see Tziperman and Gildor [62].
More generally, the presence of feedbacks of opposite sign in a system of two linear coupled
ODEs

𝑥¤ = 𝑦,

𝑦¤ = −𝑥,

leads to an oscillation, with the solution given by trigonometric functions in quadrature with each
other, 𝑥(𝑡) = sin(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡) = cos(𝑡) = sin(𝑡 + 𝜋/2), and the trajectory describing a circle in the (𝑥, 𝑦)
phase plane, 𝑥 2 (𝑡) + 𝑦 2 (𝑡) = 1. In a nonlinear system, however — like the Källén et al. [41] model
or any other climate oscillator mentioned so far — the potentiality of an oscillation, as indicated by
the system (1), is actually realized in the exoplicit, full set of equations only for certain parameter
values and not for others.
The simplest way to see this is by considering the so-called normal form of a Hopf bifurcation,
which leads from a stable steady state, called a fixed point in dynamical systems theory, to a stable
oscillatory solution, called a limit cycle. The easiest way to see this transition is by writing the
normal form in polar coordinates, as in Ghil and Childress [26, Sec. 12.2], namely,
𝑧¤ = (𝜇 + 𝚤𝜔)𝑧 + 𝑐(𝑧 𝑧¯)𝑧.

(3)

√
Here 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝚤𝑦 is complex, with 𝚤 = −1 the imaginary unit, while 𝜇 is a real bifurcation parameter,
and 𝑐, 𝜔 are real and nonzero. In the [41] model, 𝜇 = 𝑐𝑇 /(𝜅𝑐 𝐿 ) is the ratio of the oceans’ heat
capacity 𝑐𝑇 to the characteristic time 𝑐 𝐿 of the ice sheet evolution, and 𝜅 scales the outgoing
longwave radiation in the full EBM that is associated with the highly simplified Eq. (1a).
A very natural transformation of variables,
𝜌 = 𝑧 𝑧¯ > 0,

𝑧 = 𝜌 1/2 exp(𝚤𝜃)

(4)

leads from the complex ODE (3) to the system of two real and decoupled ODEs,
𝜌¤ = 2𝜌(𝜇 + 𝑐𝜌),
𝜃¤ = 𝜔.

(5a)
(5b)

Equation (5b) simply provides an angular rotation around the origin 𝜌 = 0 = 𝑥 = 𝑦, since the
complex exponential in Eq. (4) is periodic with period 2𝜋. Equation (5a) is quadratic in 𝜌 and thus
it can have two real roots, 𝜌 = 𝜌0 = 0 and 𝜌 = 𝜌∗ = −𝜇/𝑐. But 𝜌 has to be positive and so, in
the case in which 𝑐 < 0, the only possible solution for 𝜇 < 0 is the origin, and it is stable, since
𝜌(𝜇 + 𝑐𝜌) is negative, too; hence, 𝜌 has to be monotonically decreasing, i.e., all the solutions of
Eq. (5) spiral into the origin. The bifurcation from this stable steady state to a periodic solution
with radius 𝜌 = 𝜌∗ occurs as 𝜇 crosses 0, and this solution is stable, since now 𝜌(𝜇 + 𝑐𝜌) > 0 for
0 < 𝜇 < 𝜌∗ and 𝜌(𝜇 + 𝑐𝜌) < 0 for 𝜇 > 𝜌∗ , i.e. solutions will spiral out from inside the limit cycle
and into it from the outside; see Ghil and Childress [26, Fig. 12.7] for the so-called supercritical, or
soft bifurcation case with 𝑐 < 0.

2.2 Intrinsic Climate Oscillations and the Mid-Pleistocene Transition

In this subsection, we present an argument for the role of intrinsic oscillations in the mid-Pleistocene
transition (MPT). The argument starts with a further analysis of the Hopf bifurcation presented in
the previous subsection.
Physically speaking, the presence or absence of the regular, purely periodic oscillations obtained
by Källén et al. [41] and illustrated in Ghil and Childress [26, Fig. 12.6] depends on whether 𝜇 ≷ 𝜌∗ .
Large 𝜇 corresponds physically to a very small, possibly pre-Pleistocene ice cap [21, 57]. At these

values, no oscillation exists and the stationary solution 𝜌 = 0 is stable. For Quaternary–size ice
sheets 𝑐 𝐿 is comparable in value to 𝑐𝑇 . As 𝜇 decreases to 𝑂 (1), i.e., as we proceed from very small
to more substantial ice sheets, the fixed point transfers its stability to a branch of periodic solutions,
by a subcritical, or hard Hopf bifurcation [29, 41]; see also Ghil and Childress [26, Figs. 12.8 and
12.9].
For purely mechanical oscillations of a mass on a nonlinear spring with a dashpot [42], the
supercritical case corresponds to a soft, sublinear spring in which the oscillations in the position 𝑥
of the mass 𝑚 increase gradually in amplitude as the spring constant 𝑘 increases past a critical value
𝑘 ∗ ; here the elastic force in the spring is 𝑘𝑥 𝛼 , with 𝛼 < 1. The subcritical case corresponds to a
hard, superlinear spring, where 𝛼 > 1 and the oscillations in 𝑥 jump suddenly from zero amplitude
to a finite amplitude as the spring constant 𝑘 crosses the value 𝑘 ∗ .
There is a clear-cut analogy in the case of the mid-Pleistocene transition, occurring at roughly
0.8 Ma, at which small-amplitude climate variability with a dominant periodicity near 40 ky becomes
larger and dominated by near–100-ky periodicity [e.g., 39]. A fair number of distinct theories for
this transition have been formulated [e.g., 2, 15]. A rather obvious one is that a Hopf bifurcation
occurs at that point, which leads to a more vigorous response to the orbital forcing; thus, the latter
does not need to change in the least in order to explain the observed phenomena. In Saltzman and
Sutera [57], there is only a comment on the likely role of a Hopf bifurcation in the transition, but
their Fig. 3 suggests that, in their model, such a bifurcation would have to be of the supercritical
type, and lead to a fairly gradual transition.
To the contrary, the subcritical Hopf bifurcation of the Källén et al. [41] and Ghil and Le Treut [27]
oscillators would have to lead to a more abrupt transition, as suggested by Ghil [21]. The existing
𝛿18 O and 𝛿13 C records might not have sufficient resolution up to 1.2 Ma to settle this question
about the abruptness of the transition. In case some of them do, an objective test of suddenness, as
proposed by Bagniewski et al. [4] for the high-resolution NGRIP record [1], will have to be applied
to such records.

3 TIME-DEPENDENT FORCING, NDSS AND RDSS
3.1 Orbital Forcing of a Climate Oscillator

We start this section by describing some fairly simple ways in which the orbital forcing might have
interacted with intrinsic climate variability, thus helping to solve the mismatch between Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). To explore this possibility, Le Treut and Ghil [43] used somewhat simplified insolation
forcing, based on the calculations of Berger [5], and applied it to a slightly modified version of the
Ghil and Le Treut [27] oscillator. These authors found that, as expected for a nonlinear oscillator,
its internal frequency 𝑓0 interacted with the forcing ones, { 𝑓1 , . . . , 𝑓5 }, to produce both nonlinear
resonance and combination tones [42].
Depending on parameter values, the periodicity 𝑃0 = 1/ 𝑓0 of the Ghil and Le Treut [27] oscillator
is 𝑃0 ' 6–7 ky. The lines in the simplified insolation spectrum used by Le Treut and Ghil [43] had
the periodicities
𝑃1 = 19 ky, 𝑃2 = 23 ky, 𝑃3 = 41 ky, 𝑃4 = 100 ky, and 𝑃5 = 400 ky;
these periodicities correspond to the two precessional ones, the obliquity one, and two eccentricity
ones. The actual celestial mechanics calculations that Berger [5] based his insolation calculations
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3.2 Basic Facts of NDS and RDS Life

The highly preliminary results on interaction between external forcing and internal variability summarized in Sec. 3.1 encourage us to pursue in a more systematic way the interaction between orbital
forcing and intrinsic climatic variability that may have contributed to generate the rich spectrum
of paleoclimate on Quaternary and longer time scales [e.g., 65]. In fact, several research groups

in the climate sciences have carried out during the past two decades an important extension of the
dynamical-systems and model hierarchy framework presented by Ghil [23] and Ghil and Childress
[26], from deterministically autonomous to nonautonomous and random dynamical systems [NDSs
and RDSs: e.g., 6, 11, 32].
On the road to including deterministically time-dependent, as well as random effects, one needs
to realize first that the climate system — as well as any of its subsystems, and on any time scale
— is not closed: it exchanges energy, mass and momentum with its surroundings, whether other
subsystems or the interplanetary space and the solid earth. The typical applications of dynamical
systems theory to climate variability until not so long ago have only taken into account exchanges
that are constant in time, thus keeping the model — whether governed by ordinary, partial or
other differential equations — autonomous; i.e., the models had coefficients and forcings that were
constant in time.
Alternatively, the external forcing or the parameters were assumed to change either much more
slowly than a model’s internal variability, so that the changes could be assumed to be quasi-adiabatic,
or much faster, so that they could be approximated by stochastic processes. Some of these issues
are covered in much greater detail by Ghil and Lucarini [28, Sec. III.G]. The key concepts and tools
of NDSs and RDSs go beyond such approaches that rely in an essential way on a scale separation
that is rarely, if ever, actually present in the climate sciences. The presentation herein of these key
concepts and tools is aimed at as large a readership as possible and it follows Ghil [24].
Succinctly, one can write such a system as
¤ = F(X; 𝜇),
X

(6)

where X stands for any state vector or climate field, while F is a smooth function of X and of
the parameter 𝜇, but does not depend explicitly on time. This characteristic of being autonomous
greatly facilitated the analysis of model solutions’ properties.
For instance, two distinct trajectories, X1 (𝑡) and X2 (𝑡), of a well-behaved, smooth autonomous
system cannot intersect, passing through the same point in phase space, because of the uniqueness
of solutions. This property greatly helps draw the phase portrait of an autonomous system, as does
the fact that we only need to consider the behavior of solutions X(𝑡) as time 𝑡 tends to +∞. The sets
of points so obtained are — possibly multiple — equilibria, periodic solutions, and chaotic sets. In
the language of dynamical systems theory, these are called, respectively: fixed points, limit cycles,
and strange attractors.
We know only too well, however, that the seasonal cycle plays a key role in climate variability on
many time scales, while orbital forcing is crucial on the Quaternary time scales of many millennia,
and now anthropogenic forcing is of utmost importance on interdecadal time scales. How can one
take into account such time-dependent forcings, and analyze the nonautonomous systems, written
succinctly as
¤ = F(X, 𝑡; 𝜇),
X
(7)
to which they give rise? In Eq. (7), the dependence of F on 𝑡 may be periodic, F(X, 𝑡 + 𝑃) = 𝑓 (X, 𝑡),
as in various El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) models, where the period 𝑃 = 12 months, or
monotone, F(X, 𝑡 + 𝜏) ≥ F(X, 𝑡), as in studying scenarios of anthropogenic climate forcing. An
even more general situation includes time dependence in one or more parameters {𝜇1 , . . . , 𝜇 𝑝 }.
To illustrate the fundamental distinction between an autonomous system like Eq. (6) and a
nonautonomous one like Eq. (7), consider the simple scalar version of these two equations:

𝑋¤ = −𝛽𝑋,
and
𝑋¤ = −𝛽𝑋 + 𝛾𝑡.

(8a)
(8b)

respectively. We assume that both systems are dissipative, i.e. 𝛽 > 0, and that the forcing is
monotone increasing, 𝛽 ≥ 0, as would be the case for anthropogenic forcing in the industrial
era. Lorenz [46] pointed out the key role of dissipativity in giving rise to strange, but attracting
solution behavior, while Ghil and Childress [26] emphasized its importance and pervasive character
in climate dynamics. Clearly the only attractor for the solutions of Eq. (6), given any initial point
𝑋 (0) = 𝑋0 , is the fixed point 𝑋 = 0, attained as 𝑡 → +∞.
In the case of Eq. (8b), though, this forward-in-time approach yields blow-up as 𝑡 → +∞, for any
initial point. To make sense of what happens in the case of time-dependent forcing, one introduces
instead the pullback approach, in which solutions are allowed to still depend on the time 𝑡 at which
we observe them, but also on a time 𝑠 from which the solution is started, with 𝑋 (𝑠) = 𝑋0 and 𝑠  𝑡.
With this little change of approach, one can easily verify that
|𝑋 (𝑠, 𝑡; 𝑋0 ) − 𝐴(𝑡)| → 0

as

𝑠 → −∞,

(9)

for all 𝑡 and 𝑋0 , where 𝐴(𝑡) = (𝛾/𝛽)(𝑡 − 1/𝛽). We thus obtain, in this pullback sense, the intuitively
obvious result that the solutions, if we start them far enough in the past, all approach the attractor
set 𝐴(𝑡), which has a linear growth in time, thus following the forcing.
Let us return now to the more general, nonlinear case of Eq. (7) and add not only deterministic
time dependence F(X, 𝑡), but also random forcing,
dX = F(X, 𝑡)d𝑡 + G(X)d𝜂,

(10)

where 𝜂 = 𝜂(𝑡, 𝜔) represents a Wiener process — with d𝜂 commonly referred to as “white noise”
— and 𝜔 labels the particular realization of this random process. When G = const. the noise is
additive, while for 𝜕G/𝜕X ≠ 0 we speak of multiplicative noise. The distinction between d𝑡 and d𝜂
in the stochastic differential equation (10) is necessary since, roughly speaking and following the
Einstein [17] paper on Brownian motion, it is the variance of a Wiener process that is proportional
to time and thus d𝜂 ∝ (d𝑡) 1/2 .
The noise processes may include “weather” and volcanic eruptions when X(𝑡) is “climate,” thus
generalizing the linear model of Hasselmann [33], or cloud processes when we are dealing with
the weather itself: one person’s signal is another person’s noise, as the saying goes. In the case of
random forcing, the concepts introduced by the simple example of Eq. (8b) above can be illustrated
by the random attractor A (𝜔) in Fig. 5.
Chekroun et al. [11] studied a specific case of such a random attractor for the paradigmatic,
climate-related Lorenz [46] convection model. The authors introduced multiplicative noise into
each of the ODEs of the original, deterministically chaotic system, as shown below:
d𝑋 = 𝑃𝑟 (𝑌 − 𝑋)d𝑡 + 𝜎𝑋d𝜂,
d𝑌 = (𝑟 𝑋 − 𝑌 − 𝑋 𝑍)d𝑡 + 𝜎𝑌 d𝜂,
d𝑍 = (−𝑏𝑍 + 𝑋𝑌 )d𝑡 + 𝜎𝑍d𝜂;

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

here 𝑟 = 28, 𝑠 = 10, 𝑏 = 8/3 are the standard parameter values for chaotic behavior in the
absence of noise, and 𝜎 is a constant variance that is not necessarily small. The well-known
strange attractor of the deterministic case is replaced by the Lorenz model’s random attractor,
dubbed LORA by the authors. Four snapshots of LORA are plotted in Fig. 6 and a video of its
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of a random attractor A ( 𝜔) and of the pullback attraction to it; here 𝜔 labels the particular realization of the
random process 𝜃 (𝑡) 𝜔 that drives the system. We illustrate the evolution in time 𝑡 of the random process 𝜃 (𝑡) 𝜔 (light solid black line at the
bottom); the random attractor A ( 𝜔) itself (yellow band in the middle), with the snapshots A ( 𝜔) = A ( 𝜔; 𝑡 = 0)) and A ( 𝜔; 𝑡)) (the two
vertical sections, heavy solid); and the flow of an arbitrary compact set B from “pullback times” 𝑡 = −𝜏2 and 𝑡 = −𝜏1 onto the attractor
(heavy blue arrows). Reproduced from Ghil et al. [32] with permission from Elsevier.

evolution in time is available as Supplementary Material in [11] at https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.physd.2011.06.0052011.06.005.
Charó et al. [10] have further analyzed the striking effects of the noise on the nonlinear dynamics
that are visible in Fig. 6 here and in the video of [11], and gathered further insights into the abrupt
changes of the snapshots’ topology. These remarkable changes suggest the possibility of random
processes making important contributions to jumps in paleoclimatic variability, such as the MPT.

4 AN RDS FOR THE QUATERNARY GLACIATIONS
Apparently, it is Crucifix [13] who first applied pullback ideas to the problems of Quaternary
glaciations, independently of earlier work on the topic in the climate literature [6, 11, 32]. His
work concentrated mainly on the connection between the pacemaking role of the orbital forcing and
the observed irregularity of the glacial terminations during the late Pleistocene, cf. Broecker and
Van Donk [8] and Ghil and Childress [26, Fig. 11.2].
Based on the considerable success of NDS and RDS applications to other climate problems
— such as ENSO [12, 31, 32, 47], the wind-driven ocean circulation [51, 52] or the evaluation
of the ensemble simulations routinely performed in support of the Assessment Reports of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [16, 64] — it woud appear worthwhile to proceed
further along these lines.
The concepts and tools summarized in Sec. 3.2 could shed further light on several problems
not quite yet solved concerning Quaternary glaciations and paleoclimate in general. A short

Fig. 6 Four snapshots of LORA and the invariant measure 𝜈 ( 𝜔) supported on it. The values of the parameters 𝑟 , 𝑠 and 𝑏 are the classical
ones, while 𝜎 = 0.5. The color bar is on a log-scale and it quantifies the probability of landing in a particular region of phase space; shown
is a projection of the 3D phase space (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍 ) onto the (𝑋 , 𝑍 ) plane. Note the complex, interlaced filament structures between highly
populated regions (in yellow) and moderately populated ones (in red). Reproduced from Ghil et al. [32] with permission from Elsevier.

and highly incomplete list of the interesting problems that might gain by such a treatment is
the following:
1. What are the causes of the MPT and what is the part of intrinsic climate variability and
that of the orbital forcing therein? See discussion in Sec. 2.2.
2. What causes the large continuous backgound of the observed spectrum: is it deterministic
chaos, stochastic forcing or both? See discussion of Fig. 4.
3. Particularly complex problems are associated not only with the causes of Heinrich and D-O
events, but with their modulation over longer time intervals by orbital forcing and other
slow-acting changes in atmospheric composition, geology, ocean circulation, and so on.
See, for instance, [54, and references therein].
4. While the occurrence of a snowball mode several times in Earth’s geologic history is
well established by now, we still know relatively little about how the planet got into, and
especially out of, such a mode [e.g., 53].

Of course, each of these problems requires one or more distinct climate models, as well as very
careful modeling of the kinds of time-dependent changes in forcing and parameters that are most

enlightening, as well as most relevant and plausible. A good way would be to start testing ideas
with relatively simple models and pursue the investigation systematically across a hierarchy of
models — through intermediate ones and on to the most detailed ones — in order to further increase
understanding of the climate system and of its predictability on the various paleoclimatic time scales
mentioned in the list above.
Such an approach can usefully complement the more common one of merely pushing onwards
to higher and higher model resolution in order to achieve ever more detailed simulations of the
system’s behavior for a limited set of semi-empirical parameter values. Ghil [23] and Held [36],
among others, have emphasized the need to pursue such a model hierarchy, as originally proposed
by [59], in order to balance the need to broaden the number of plausible hypotheses vs the need for
confronting them with spatio-temporal details derived from observations.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this review, we have covered in Sec. 1 the contributions of the 1970s to the rebirth of the
Milankovitch [48] theory of the ice ages and in Sec. 2 the 1980s advances in modeling the Quaternary
climate’s intrinsic variability. In Sec. 3, we presented first results on the interaction between the
orbital insolation forcing of Sec. 1 and the intrinsic variability of Sec. 2, and proceeded to introduce
the novel concepts and tools of the theory of nonautonomous and random dynamical systems (NDSs
and RDSs) that can help to better model and understand this interaction. Finally, in Sec. 4, we listed a
number of open issues on Quaternary and longer paleoclimate time scales, and proposed to address
them by the tools of Sec. 3.2.
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